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THEIRS WAS A WORLD OF TWISTS AND TURNS . . . He is a man with a burning passion as wild as the
frontier he conquered. She is a woman whose love for Ben Lett is surpassed only by her loyalty to her father.
They are the new generation of the Canadian frontier in 1836. Removed from the dazzling world of old
England with its lush, bountiful countryside, Debra's obsession defi ed the boundaries of love and loyalty.
Defeated in love, Ben is driven into the arms of Canada's Patriot Rebellion led by William L. Mackenzie.
Torn by the patriot's lofty political goals and the safety of employment with The Family Compact, Ben
decides to join the patriot cause. His restlessness, brought on by the loss of the love of his life, mounts until
he is compelled to give up the way of life he loves. The story of Ben, the enchanting Debra, his family and
patriot friends is made up of endless twists and turns. Ben's love for the beautiful, strong-willed woman will
captivate the reader's imagination in this dangerous and engrossing novel. It is a story based on history and
the author makes life in 1837-1845 remarkably vivid through this engaging love story.
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From reader reviews:

Bernard Woodley:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
facts. When you read a guide you will get new information since book is one of many ways to share the
information or their idea. Second, looking at a book will make you more imaginative. When you reading a
book especially fictional book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the story how the character
types do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to some others. When you read this Patriot
Rebel, it is possible to tells your family, friends along with soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge can
inspire the mediocre, make them reading a publication.

Eric Campanelli:

This Patriot Rebel is great book for you because the content which is full of information for you who all
always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it details
accurately using great organize word or we can point out no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read the
idea hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but
tough core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Patriot Rebel in your hand like getting the
world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no e-book that offer you world
within ten or fifteen small right but this guide already do that. So , this can be good reading book. Hey there
Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that will?

Gerald Magee:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make
someone to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information quicker to
share. You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon.
You can see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. The book that recommended to
you personally is Patriot Rebel this reserve consist a lot of the information with the condition of this world
now. This particular book was represented how does the world has grown up. The dialect styles that writer
require to explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some analysis when he makes this book.
That's why this book appropriate all of you.

Melinda Brown:

Is it anyone who having spare time then spend it whole day through watching television programs or just
telling lies on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Patriot Rebel can be the response, oh how
comes? It's a book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your free time by reading in this
brand new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?
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